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The plasma fluid equations are represented explicitly in the magnetic flux surface coordinate system
resulting from the analytical “Miller equilibrium” solution of the Grad–Shafranov equation. The
magnetic geometry is characterized by the elongation, triangularity, and location of the displaced
major radius of the flux surface. The resulting fluid equations can be solved directly without the
necessity of first solving the Grad–Shafranov equation numerically to define the flux surface
coordinates. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3177613
I. INTRODUCTION
The “natural” coordinate system for tokamak plasma
physics computations is the set of nested magnetic flux sur-
faces because of the striking differences in particle, momen-
tum, and energy flows within and across these flux surfaces.
In general, these flux surface coordinates must be determined
by a numerical solution of the Grad–Shafranov equation.
However, an analytical solution of the Grad–Shafranov equa-
tion for the equilibrium magnetic flux surface geometry in
tokamaks has been developed1 in which the flux surface is
completely described by the aspect ratio, elongation, triangu-
larity, and safety factor. By representing the equations of
plasma physics directly within this analytical flux surface
geometry, the numerical solution of the Grad–Shafranov
equation step can be omitted from the calculation procedure.
The purpose of this paper is to present the representation of
the fluid equations of particle, momentum, and energy bal-




Miller et al.1 derived analytical expressions for an equi-
librium flux surface in a plasma, as shown in Fig. 1, with
elongation , triangularity , and displaced centers R0r,
where r is the half-diameter of the plasma along the mid-
plane with its center located at distance R0r from the tor-
oidal centerline. The positive direction of the angle  shown
in Fig. 1 corresponds to the direction of B produced by a
plasma current out of the page in Fig. 1, i.e., a clockwise
plasma current looking down on the tokamak.
The R and Z coordinates of this plasma are described by1
Rr = R0r + r cos + x sin   R0r + r cos  ,
1
Zr = r sin  ,
where xsin−1 .
The poloidal magnetic field in such flux surface geom-
etry is1










−1sin2 + x sin 1 + x cos 2 + 2 cos2 1/2
cosx sin  +
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r 1 − 2
account for the change in elongation and triangularity, re-
spectively, with the radial location.
The shifted circle model which leads to the Shafranov
shift yields1
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Here 
=nT /B
2 /20 and i is the internal inductance.












2qr  d1 + r
R0r
cos + x sin r, .
5
B. Flux surface coordinate system
The flux surface coordinate system is defined by the or-
thogonal coordinate directions r , , with length elements
dr=hrdr, d=hd, and d=hd. The coordinates  and
 lie on the flux surface and represent a poloidal anglelike
variable  shown in Fig. 1 and the toroidal angle , respec-
tively. The r coordinate is normal to the flux surface and can
be any flux surface label—poloidal or toroidal magnetic flux,
“radius,” dimensionless radius “rho”, etc.—chosen such
that the “radial” displacement is dr=dr / r. With the
Miller equilibrium, the metric coefficients are
hr = 1/rr, ,
h = rcos2 + x sin  + 2 sin2  , 6
h = R0r + r cos + x sin  .
The radial metric hr is plotted for a flux surface just inside
the last closed flux surface for the parameters of a typical
DIII-D shot but without representing the divertor in Fig. 2
for four cases. The case shown with the downward triangles
and labeled “no Shafranov shift” is plotted for a circular
plasma with no Shafranov shift dR0 /dr=0.0, =1.0, and 
=0.0. The case shown with the upward triangles is the same
circular plasma =1.0 and =0.0 but with Shafranov shift
calculated from Eq. 3a. The case shown with the circles is
an elongated plasma =1.83 and =0.44 with Shafranov
shift. The case shown with squares is an elongated plasma
with a lower single-null divertor represented by a larger









FIG. 1. Miller equilibrium geometry. FIG. 2. Color online Radial metric hr.
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elongation =2.32 for 2 than for 0. The
difference in radial metric between the two circular cases
downward and upward triangles is due to the change in r
resulting from expansion/compression of flux surfaces on the
inboard/outboard resulting from the Shafranov shift. The dif-
ference in radial metric between the elongated circles and
circular upward triangles cases both with Shafranov shift
is due to the expansion of flux surfaces at the top and bottom
resulting from the elongation of the plasma. Representing a
lower single-null divertor squares by a larger lower elon-
gation results in a greater separation between flux surfaces at
the bottom than at the top.
The poloidal metric h of Eq. 6 is plotted for the same
three cases in Fig. 3. For the circular plasma triangles, the
metric is just the plasma radius. For an elongated plasma
with the same midplane radius, the metric is the same as for
the circular plasma at the midplane but is larger by an
amount, depending on the elongation at other poloidal loca-
tions.
C. Flux surface average
The flux surface average FSA of a quantity Ar , in
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where the differential lengths along the coordinates i are
di=hidi and ni denotes the unit vectors in these coordinate
directions.3
The divergence of a vector A is











where H=h1h2h3, and the curl of A has components








where ijk equals +1 if ijk is an even permutation of 123,
equals 1 if ijk is an odd permutation of 123, and equals
0 if i, j, and k are not all different.
The directional derivative has components


















The divergence of the second-order tensor T with elements
Tij has components
 · Ti = 
j
 1H  j	HTjihj 
 + l ilj Tjl , 13












and the Kronecker delta ij equals 1 if i= j and equals 0
otherwise.
IV. FLUID EQUATIONS IN MILLER FLUX SURFACE
COORDINATE SYSTEM
In this section the Braginski-type4 fluid equations are
first written in generalized curvilinear coordinates and then
specialized to the Miller flux surface geometry of Sec. II.
The specific formulation of the fluid equations follows Ref.
5. While we develop the equations formally for a single ion
species in the presence of electrons, the extension to multiple
ion species is straightforward. We only develop the ion mo-
mentum and energy equations; there are similar equations for
the electrons but with different viscosity coefficients and
heating and cooling terms.5
A. Continuity equation
In axisymmetric geometry  /=0, the continuity
equation
 · nV = S = nenoion  neion 15




































 = neion, 16
where the metric elements are hr=1 / r ,, h
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=rcos2+x sin +2 sin2  and h=R0r+r cos
+x sin  in the Miller equilibrium flux surface geometry.
B. Momentum balance equations
The momentum balance equation can be written, after
subtraction of mV times the continuity equation, as
nmV · V + p +  ·  = ne + V  B + F
+ S1 − mVS0 , 17
where F and S1 represent interspecies collisional friction and
external momentum sources e.g., neutral beams or sinks
e.g., charge exchange, respectively, S0 represents particle
sources e.g., neutral beam and ionization or sinks e.g.,
recombination and ionization to a higher charge state and
the other terms are standard.
In axisymmetric geometry  /=0, the toroidal com-
ponent of Eq. 17 is
nmV · V +  ·  = ne




the poloidal component is





+  · 
= neE − VrB + F + S
1 − mVS
0 , 19
and the radial component is





+  · r
= neEr + VB − VB + Fr + Sr
1 − mVrS
0 . 20
The representation of the differential operators on the left in
the Miller flux surface geometry is given in Secs. IV C and
IV D.
C. Inertial force
Using Eq. 12 the directional derivative components of
the inertial force term can be written as













V · V = Vrhr Vr + VVrhhr 	 hr − hr 
































The metric derivatives of the Miller equilibrium metric ele-
ments needed to evaluate Eqs. 21 are
h
r
















= − r sin + x sin 1 + x cos  .
D. Viscous force
1. Toroidal
Using Eqs. 13 and 14 the components of the toroidal
viscous force in the Miller flux surface geometry are













Specializing the general form of the viscous fluxes derived
from Braginskii’s4 decomposition of the rate-of-strain tensor,
generalized to arbitrary curvilinear geometry,6 to the Miller
equilibrium flux surface geometry yields


























with n being viscosity coefficients discussed below, fp
B /B and where
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2. Poloidal
Repeating the same procedure for the poloidal compo-
nents of the viscous force and the viscous fluxes leads to







































































































The radial component of the viscous force is derived in
the same way, resulting in




























We note that the Braginskii expressions for the viscous
fluxes were developed for a collisional large rotation V
Vth ordering. The extension of the viscosity coefficients to
account for lower collisionality neoclassical effects is dis-
cussed in Sec. IV E. There are also viscous fluxes driven by
ion thermal fluxes that become important in the small rota-
tion VVth ordering.
7–9 This “thermal” viscous flux for-
malism is presently being worked out in the notation of this
paper for comparison with experiment and will be published
in a subsequent paper.
E. Viscosity coefficients
The Braginskii expressions4 for the ion viscosity coeffi-
cients in a collisional plasma are












, 4 = 23,
where 10−5 s is the ion-ion collision time and 
108 s−1 is the ion gyrofrequency. The classical Braginskii
“parallel” viscosity 0, “gyroviscosity” 3,4, and “per-
pendicular” viscosity 1,2 coefficients are in the ratio
1 / −1 / −21 /10−3 /10−6 for a collisional plasma.
The form of the gyroviscosity does not depend on collision-
ality, and the neoclassical effect of lower collisionality on the
perpendicular viscosity has been found10,11 to be small. On
the other hand, the neoclassical effect of lower collisionality
on the parallel viscosity coefficient is significant; a represen-




1 + −3/21 + 
, 30
where qR0 /th and r /R0.
F. Energy balance equation
The fluid energy balance equation is
 · Q = neV · E + R2 + S2, 31
where the first term on the right represents Ohmic heating,
the second term represents interspecies collisional heating or
cooling, the last term represents external heating e.g., neu-
tral beam or rf, and the total heat flux
Q = 12nmV
2V + 52nTV + V ·  + q 32
consists of a first term representing the convection of kinetic
energy, a second term representing the convection of internal
energy plus the work done by the flowing plasma against the
pressure, a third term representing viscous heating of the
plasma by the flows, and a fourth term representing the con-
duction of internal energy.
Using the previous results, the divergence of the heat
flux can be represented in the Miller equilibrium flux surface
geometry as











































2nTVx + Vrrx + Vx + Vx
+ qx, x = r,  . 34
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V. COMPARISON OF CONDUCTIVE HEAT FLUX
CALCULATED ON MILLER EQUILIBRIUM
FLUX SURFACES AND ON FLUX SURFACES
CALCULATED FROM NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OF THE GRAD–SHAFRANOV EQUATION
Assuming that the density, temperature, and thermal dif-
fusivity are uniform over the flux surface, the poloidal de-
pendence of the conductive heat flux must arise through the





 qrr rr,rr  , 35
where r is given by Eq. 2, the symbol A denotes the
FSA of the quantity A defined by Eq. 7, and LT
−1
−nr ·T /T is the temperature radial gradient scale length.
For the sake of comparison, the poloidal distribution of the
conductive radial heat flux about 6 cm at the outboard mid-
plane inside the separatrix in a DIII-D discharge has been
calculated in two ways: 1 the energy balance equation 31
was solved numerically for qrr , in two-dimensional 2D
flux surface geometry determined from the numerical solu-
tion of the Grad–Shafranov equation, and 2 the flux surface
averaged qrr was calculated from a one-dimensional flux
surface averaged energy balance equation and then Eqs. 2
and 7 were used to evaluate qrr , using the last form of
Eq. 35. The calculations used experimental densities and
temperatures, and were intercalibrated so that the flux sur-
face averaged qrr were very similar for all calculations so
that the comparison actually compares how well the Miller
equilibrium calculation of rr , / rr from Eqs. 2
and 7 compares with direct numerical solution for the po-
loidal distribution of the radial conductive heat flux.
The comparison of qrr , / qrr is shown in Fig. 4.
Two 2D numerical flux surface calculations are shown, one
with the SOLPS code13 and one with the UEDGE code14 which
calculated the ratio of local to flux surfaced average total
heat flux. Two versions of the Miller equilibrium calculation
are also shown, one in which the average experimental trian-
gularity and elongation were used at all poloidal locations
labeled “sym” and the other in which separate experimental
triangularities and elongations were used in the upper and
lower regions to take into account the effect of the lower
divertor labeled “asym”.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The “Miller equilibrium” is an analytical solution to the
Grad–Shafranov equation, which represents the magnetic
flux surfaces in terms of the elongation , the triangularity ,
and the location of displaced centers R0r. The metrics for a
flux surface coordinate system using this analytical solution
are presented, and the plasma fluid equations are explicitly
represented in this flux surface coordinate system. Solving
this set of fluid equations is equivalent to, but should be
more efficient computationally than, the usual “1.5D trans-
port” solution procedure in which the Grad–Shafranov equa-
tion is first solved numerically to establish the flux surface
coordinate system that is then used for the solution of the
fluid equations.
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FIG. 4. Color online Predicted poloidal distribution of the conductive
energy flux just inside the separatrix for a DIII-D shot. Reprinted from Ref.
15, W. M. Stacey, Phys. Plasmas 15, 122505 2008. Copyright © 2008
American Institute of Physics.
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